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Introduction Early-stage cervical cancer cases are still recorded among young age patients despite awareness about screening and vaccination. Fertility preserving surgery is the management of choice for those age group. Previously, radical trachelectomy was done with different approaches. Nowadays, Robotic-assisted surgery is replacing previous techniques for better outcomes. This video is representing Robotic-assisted radical vaginal trachelectomy.


Conclusion/Implications To enhance the Robotic approach for such cases.
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Introduction In our department, the technique of sentinel lymph node with indocyanine green guided by infrared technique is currently being validated, the advantages and benefits that it will have in surgical and postoperative morbidity for the patient makes it significant, as well as the subsequent ultrastaging of these sentinel nodes in case it is negative due to the possible implications that it will have in the adjuvant treatment, on this occasion a 31-year-old woman. Gesta 2 para 2, wht a 2 month history of irregular vaginal bleeding that presented in our department. The patient had no prior cervical cancer screening. Physical examination reveal a 2 cm exophytic mass. Biopsies were performed and histopathology revealed squamous-cell cervical carcinoma. CT of the thorax and abdomen revealed no distant metastasis. She was staged according to the International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics staging of cancer of the cervix uteri (2018) as FIGO IB1. The patient was scheduled for Radical Hysterectomy (type C1) + Sentinel Lymph Node Mapping with Indocyanine green dye with near infrared technique + Pelvic Lymphadenectomy (currently validation study for SLN mapping).

Description A surgical film that includes the administration of the dye for sentinel mapping, the development of the paravesical and pararectal spaces, whose adequate development is vital for the identification of the sentinel nodes, and the different forms that can be visualized.

Conclusion/Implications Importance of sentinel mapping has on surgical/morbidity is what gives significance to this technique, with ultrastaging we will not lose low-volume-disease and we will be able to provide adequate adjuvant treatment.